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SUMMARY

We show how interferometric methods can be used to improve
the location of microseismic events when those events come
from several different fractures and are observed from a sin-
gle well. This is the standard setup for a multi-stage hydraulic
fracturing experiment. Traditionally, in such experiments each
event is located separately. Here, we adapt the interferometric
approach to the problem of locating events relative to one an-
other and show that this reduces the uncertainty in location
estimates. To completely recover the Green’s function be-
tween two events with interferometry requires a 2D array of
receivers. When only a single observation well is available,
we do not attempt to recover the full Green’s function, but in-
stead perform a partial redatuming of the data allowing us to
reduce the uncertainty in two of the three components of the
event location.

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic fracturing is the process of injecting high-pressure
fluids into a reservoir to induce fractures and thus improve
reservoir productivity. Microseismic event localizationis used
to locate the created fractures. Traditionally, events arelo-
calized individually. Available information about eventsal-
ready localized is not used to help estimate other source loca-
tions (Huang et al., 2006; Bennett et al., 2006; Michaud et al.,
2004). However, in applications where multiple fractures are
created, previously located events in a reference fracturemay
provide redundant information about unknown events in sub-
sequent fractures, improving estimates of the event positions.
We propose to use events in fractures closer to the monitoring
well, which should be better localized, to help locate events
in farther fractures. It is known through seismic interferome-
try that with a 2D array of receivers, the travel time between
two sources may be recovered from a cross-correlogram of two
common source gathers (Wapenaar et al., 2005; Curtis et al.,
2009). This allows an event in the second fracture to be lo-
calized relative to an event in the reference fracture. However,
when the receiver array is 1D, classical interferometry cannot
be directly employed because the problem becomes underde-
termined. In our approach, interferometry is used to partially
redatum microseismic events from a second fracture onto the
reference fracture so that they can be used as virtual receivers,
providing additional information complementary to that pro-
vided by the physical receivers, and thus resulting in more ac-
curate location estimates as compared to traditional methods.

PROBLEM SETUP

Assume that we have an estimate of the velocity model. As-
sume also that we have a monitoring well instrumented with

three-component receivers with locations denotedxxxrec. The
signals recorded at the receivers are seismograms that are as-
sumed to contain direct arrivals from each event in each of two
fractures. We also assume that the observed seismograms are
perturbed by additive uncorrelated Gaussian noise that models
measurement errors. Denote the two fractures asF1 andF2,
and assume thatF1 is closer to the monitoring well thanF2.
Although the two fractures are depicted in Figure 1 as being
parallel to one another, this is not a necessary assumption.We
also assume for simplicity that the events of the reference frac-
ture,F1, have been located precisely, although the method can
handle uncertainty in reference event locations.

Figure 1: Water is injected under pressure through the treat-
ment well (red curve), which creates multiple fractures (blue
planes). The process is seismically monitored from the obser-
vation well (green). These fractures are shown as planes, but
in practice are complex shapes that are localized as clouds of
points.

INTERFEROMETRIC EVENT LOCALIZATION

Classical localization

We use a simplified version of a classical localization tech-
nique as a point of comparison for our proposed interferomet-
ric method. We pick the travel time,tp, of the P-wave from the
event to the receiver using a cross-correlation method witha
known source wavelet. Then we estimate the unit polarization
vector, p̂pp , of the P-wave using a method based on a singu-
lar value decomposition analysis of the arrival of the P-wave
(de Franco and Musacchio, 2001). The polarization is a unit-
length vector pointing from the receiver locationxxxrec in the
direction from which the wave impinges on the receiver. The
source location is found by tracing a ray that leaves the re-
ceiver in thêppp direction and stops at timetp. This localization
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method is perfect if the medium is known exactly and the ob-
served signal contains no noise. Random noise in the seismo-
grams results in localization uncertainty, which can be reduced
by stacking over multiple receivers.
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Figure 2: (a) The ray that connects two sources is received
at a stationary receiver location within a two-dimensional
receiver-array aperture (the intersection of the two green
lines). (b) The stationary receiver location is the stationary
point of the 2D correlogram. The stationary point is shown
as the intersection of two common source gather lags plotted
as green curves. A correlogram calculated over a one dimen-
sional receiver array (red line) may exhibit an extremum, but
it need not correspond to any physical ray or yield a physical
travel time.

Classical interferometry

Seismic interferometry allows physical sources to be redatumed
to receiver locations (Rickett and Claerbout, 1996; Derodeet al.,
2003; Schuster et al., 2004; Bakulin and Calvert, 2004; Wape-
naar et al., 2005; Djikpesse et al., 2009). Receivers can like-
wise be redatumed to source locations according to the princi-
ple of reciprocity (Curtis et al., 2009).

The cross-correlation lag of two direct arrivals from two dif-
ferent sources is a function,τ(xxxrec), of the receiver position,
xxxrec, that belongs to the 2D surfaceW . The stationary phase
point

(
xxx0

rec,τ(xxx0
rec)

)
is defined by the extremum of the function

τ. The stationary receiver location,xxx0
rec, marks the receiver

that records the ray connecting the two sources. The station-
ary value,τ

(
xxx0

rec
)
, has the physical meaning of the travel time

between the two sources along that ray.

In classical interferometry, receivers enclosing the two sources
must span a 2D surfaceW . The stationary phase point is found
by setting the two partial derivatives ofτ in orthogonal direc-
tions to zero. Since only one partial derivative can be esti-
mated with a 1D receiver array, the stationary phase condition
becomes underdetermined (Figure 2). Stationary points along
a 1D receiver array, i.e., in a single monitoring well, are thus
not stationary in the classical sense, but they still give useful
information for source localization.

Interferometry using a single monitoring well

Although our method is valid for any (known) velocity model
as well as for deviated wells, for clarity we consider here the
case of a layered velocity model and a vertical monitoring well.
In this case, interferometry allows us to use known events,xxxs,1,
in a reference fractureF1, to constrain two out of the three
location parameters of an unknown microseism,xxxs,2 in F2,
and these parameters have a very clear intuitive meaning.

We first note that the azimuth of any event cannot be recovered
from kinematics because the travel time in a layered medium
from any source location to the vertical monitoring well does
not depend on the azimuth of the source. We can, however,
recover the remaining spatial parameters of the event.

Indeed, consider two event locations,xxxs,1 andxxxs,2, wherexxxs,1
is a known event from the reference fractureF1 and xxxs,2 is
unknown event from the second fractureF2 that we will at-
tempt to localize. The cross-correlogram of the two common
event gathers contains an event from the correlations of the
two direct waves with the lag, which is a functionτ(zrec). The
receiver located atxxx0

rec is stationary in thez-direction for the
pair of eventsxxxs,1 and xxxs,2, i.e., τ ′(z0

rec) = 0, if they can be
rotated around the monitoring well so as to lie on the same
ray that begins fromxxx0

rec as shown in Figure 3. The stationary
lag,τ(z0

rec), is the physical travel time between the two rotated
sources along this ray.

Each event locationxxxs,2 can be defined with three spatial pa-
rameters: the take-off angle,θ2, of the ray that connects the
stationary receiverxxx0

rec andxxxs,2, the travel time,T(xxx0
rec,xxxs,2),

from the stationary receiver to the event location along theray,
and the azimuthal angle. Knowing the location of a reference
eventxxxs,1, we can recover the first two spatial parameters of
the locationxxxs,2 of the unknown event:

θ2 = θ1,

T(xxx0
rec,xxxs,2) = T(xxx0

rec,xxxs,1)+ τ(xxx0
rec).

(1)

Instead of the take-off angle and the travel time, we can equiv-
alently recover the horizontal offset and the depth of the event
location.

Figure 4 illustrates how event localization using a neighboring
fracture works when the known fracture is planar. Any event
xxxs,1 lying at the intersection of fractureF1 with the surface de-
fined by a constant take-off angle from the fixed receiverxxx0

rec
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Figure 3: The receiver in a 1D array is vertically stationary
with respect to two given sources (red stars) if the source lo-
cations can be rotated about the receiver line into collinear
positions (black stars).

will produce a stationary point at the same stationary receiver
depthz0

rec. The stationary lags,τ(z0
rec), will vary depending

on xxxs,1. However, the travel time from the receiver to the un-
known location can always be computed from the location of
any reference source and the stationary lag using Equation 1.
Because the total number of sources in fractureF1 is typically
large, we can expect to have many redundant measurements
of the take-off angle and radial distance ofxxxs,2. We can use
these to boost the signal-to-noise ratio to obtain more precise
estimates by appropriate averaging.

Figure 4: For a layered medium, the unknown take-off angle
(or horizontal offset) and distance along the ray of a source
(red star) can be estimated with the help of many station-
ary sources in the neighboring fracture (vertical plane). Any
source along the red curve provides an independent measure-
ment of the distance and horizontal offset of an unknown mi-
croseism.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed
algorithm with a synthetic experiment. We compare the accu-
racy of the localization by the classical localization algorithm
to the improved interferometric one.

The monitoring well is placed vertically at(xrec,yrec)= (0,0)m.
20 three-component receivers are placed in the well equidis-
tantly at depths from 2150 to 2450 m (Figure 5(a)). The model
consists of three layers with interfaces at depths 2200 and 2380 m
(Figure 5(b)). The respective velocities are 3500, 3600 and
3700 m/s. Two vertical planar fractures are positioned nextto
a monitoring well at a depth of 2300 m. The reference fracture
is positioned 100 m away from the well, and the second frac-
ture is 200 m away. Both fractures are 300 meters wide and
100 meters tall. Microseisms are simulated by placing 625
sources on a rectangular grid inside the reference fracture(25
in each direction). All source locations in the first fracture are
assumed to be known exactly.
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Figure 5: The numerical model contains a monitoring well
with two vertical fractures nearby. A source in the more dis-
tant fracture is localized using625microseismic sources in the
nearer fracture.
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For illustration purposes, we put just a single source in thesec-
ond fracture atxxxs,2 = (200,0,2300) m. The source is a Ricker
wavelet (the first derivative of a Gaussian) with a central fre-
quency of 50 Hz. The seismograms are computed using the
discrete wavenumber method (Bouchon, 1981) and the reflec-
tivity method (Müller, 1985), and are then contaminated with
additive, uncorrelated, Gaussian noise. The signal-to-noise ra-
tio, defined as the ratio of the peak amplitude to the standard
deviation of the noise, is approximately 3 in our experiment.

Localization of the event atxxxs,2 is attempted based on the noisy
seismogram using the classical and the proposed method. The
workflow is as follows. We generate 200 independent realiza-
tions of noisy seismograms. For each noisy realization, we
localize the source using the classical approach and plot itas a
blue dot in Figure 6. Because the proposed method is unable
to improve the estimate of the azimuth, we present results in
the horizontal offset-depth domain.

The blue dots form a cloud centered around the true location
of the source. The standard deviation of the error in estimated
offset of the standard method in this case is approximately 4.5
m. The standard deviation of the depth error is approximately
3.36 m.
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Figure 6: Localization results plotted in the offset-depth do-
main. The new method offers significantly improved estimates.

We locate the same source with the same geometry using the
interferometric method presented here and the microseism lo-
cations in the reference fracture. According to the theory,for
all eventsxxxs,1 in the reference fracture we correlate their seis-
mograms with those of the unknown microseism, and we find
the stationary condition of the event in the correlogram, which
consists of a stationary receiver and a stationary lag.

A ray is traced from the stationary receiver through the event
xxxs,1, and the locationxxxs,2 is measured on it using the stationary
lag as the travel time between the two points. The location
of xxxs,2 can be estimated in a layered medium only up to an
unknown azimuth. However, both the horizontal offset and the
depth are recovered. We show the offset and depth ofxxxs,2 so
obtained as green stars in Figure 6.

Plotting the interferometric estimates shows a big improve-
ment over the traditional method. The cloud is distributed
much closer the true location. The standard deviation of theer-
ror in estimated offset of the interferometric method is 0.52 m,
and the standard deviation of the depth error is 0.94 m. There-
fore, the improvement in localizing the source is about a factor
of 3.6 in depth and 9 in offset. While specific results of this
experiment may not translate to other experimental configura-
tions, the superior performance of the interferometric method
in this configuration is evident.

CONCLUSIONS

Microseism event localization remains an important and chal-
lenging problem. Classical algorithms tend to locate events
individually without fully exploiting the coupling and redun-
dancy that exists in the recorded data for multiple fractures.
We have considered a problem with two fractures and a sin-
gle monitoring well. This prototype is typical in hydrofrac-
ture monitoring applications where multiple fractures arese-
quentially created to improve fluid production. When some
fractures are known better than others, we propose to use in-
terferometry to image the less well-located fractures relative
to those with more accurate locations. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of our methodology on a layered model with a
vertical well, although the method can be generalized to an ar-
bitrary velocity model. Applying classical interferometry in a
3D medium requires a 2D array of receivers. When the avail-
able data is one-dimensional, basic concepts such as the sta-
tionary phase point are not uniquely defined, and consequently
standard techniques are not applicable. For a vertical array of
receivers, the azimuth information is lost. We have shown that
estimates of both horizontal offset and depth can be signifi-
cantly improved using interferometric techniques.
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